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In this paper, a semi–analytical model based on linear potential flow theory and an8
eigenfunction expansion method is developed to study wave scattering by an array9
of structured cylinders in water of finite depth. Each cylinder is formed by closely10
spaced array of thin vertical plates, between which fluid can flow, extending through11
the depth. In order to consider the wave attenuation and energy dissipation in narrow12
gaps between the thin vertical plates, a damping mechanism is introduced at the surface13
of the fluid occupied by the structured cylinders. In addition to a direct calculation of14
the energy dissipation, an indirect method based on Kochin functions is derived with15
the employment of energy identities. The present model is shown to be in excellent16
agreement with both the published data and those obtained by using different methods.17
The validated model is then applied to study the effect of a pair of structured cylinders18
on wave focusing/blocking, scattered far–field amplitude and wave power dissipation.19
Results show that wave focusing/blocking can be achieved by the appropriate choice20
of plate alignment. The structured cylinders hold profound potential for wave power21
extraction. (DOI: 10.1017/jfm.2020.660)22
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1. Introduction24
The interaction of water waves with impermeable vertical cylinders extending through25
the surface of a fluid has been an active area of study over many decades. This is partly26
because of its practical relevance in relation to marine structures such as the supporting27
columns of wind turbines, oil rigs, bridges and so on. In conjunction, the boundary–value28
problem that results from the mathematical description of the water–wave problem is29
amenable to analytic methods with particular advantage being taken of the alignment of30
fluid boundaries with coordinate surfaces in cylindrical polar coordinates. Consequently,31
it also acts as a prototype problem for many computational and experimental methods.32
Under the small–amplitude (linearised) description of water waves, the scattering33
of incident plane waves by a single rigid vertical cylinder extending upwards through34
the surface from the bed of a fluid of constant depth is explicit; see MacCamy &35
Fuchs (1954). For cylinders extending uniformly through the depth, the dependence36
upon vertical coordinate is separable and, consequently, the problem is governed by37
the two–dimensional Helmholtz equation with the implication that the solutions have38
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interpretations in other physical settings such as two–dimensional linearised acoustics39
and TM (transverse-magnetic)–polarised electromagnetics. The extension to multiple40
cylinders has been the subject of a number of papers (e.g., Siddorn & Eatock Taylor41
(2008); Zheng et al. (2018)) and the theory for a finite number of arbitrarily placed42
cylinders in a water wave setting is described by Linton & Evans (1990), who followed43
and extended the original method of solution devised by Závǐska (1913) and later Spring44
& Monkmeyer (1974) to show that the forces on the cylinders could be expressed in a45
particularly simple way in terms of the solution of certain infinite systems of equations. A46
number of interesting effects occur when waves interact with multiple vertical cylinders.47
For example, when then vertical axes of N > 4 cylinders are equally spaced in a circular48
arrangement, Evans & Porter (1997) showed that large amplifications of the incident49
waves could occur inside the ring of cylinders. This so–called near–trapping phenomenon50
becomes especially dramatic as gaps between cylinders become much smaller than the51
cylinder diameter, resulting in large peaks in wave forces close to certain frequencies52
linked to near resonance.53
For long arrays of cylinders with vertical axes equally spaced along a straight line (a54
truncated periodic array) Maniar & Newman (1997) also discovered a near–trapping55
phenomenon with similar consequences on surface elevation and cylinder wave force56
amplification. This time, the connection was made to free oscillations that were shown57
to occur in the equivalent infinite periodic array (e.g. Linton & Evans (1993); Porter58
& Evans (1999); Thompson et al. (2008)). Notable extensions to problems involving59
non–circular cylinders, truncated cylinders, second–order theory and ice covered surfaces60
are described by Chatjigeorgiou (2011); Zheng et al. (2020b); Wolgamot et al. (2015);61
Malenica et al. (1999); Ren et al. (2018). It is worth remarking here that if the cylinder is62
not uniform in the depth (i.e. it is truncated), the boundary–value problem becomes more63
complicated as the separable depth dependence can no longer be assumed and solutions64
are complicated by the need to expand over an infinite set of depth eigenfunctions (e.g.,65
Zheng et al. (2019a,b)).66
In this paper the focus is on vertical cylinders which are no longer rigid and imper-67
meable, but which are structured in such a way that fluid is allowed to flow inside the68
cylinder. The particular structure of the cylinder we choose to consider is comprised of69
closely spaced thin parallel array of vertical plates whose lateral edges form the outline70
of a cylinder when viewed from above. Thus the fluid (and waves on the surface of71
the fluid) can move between the plates in the direction of the plates, but there is limited72
motion perpendicular to the plates owing to the assumed narrowness of the gaps between73
adjacent plates forming the structure. The idea for the use of such a structure in the74
water wave context originates from Porter (2018), who used the same parallel–plate–75
array “metamaterial” occupying an infinitely long rectangular domain. The terminology76
metamaterial is used to describe a medium which exhibits behaviour not associated77
with normal materials; this is manifested by some complicated form of anisotropy. A78
metamaterial obtains its properties from a microstructure whose length scale is much79
smaller than that of the underlying field variables. Properties may be obtained by direct80
simulation, or by deriving an effective equation governing the microstructured medium81
via homogenisation or a multiscale method. See for example, Mei & Vernescu (2010);82
Berraquero et al. (2013); Maurel et al. (2017) for general theory and its application83
to structured bathymetry in water waves as devices for producing anisotroptic effects84
in surface wave propagation. Porter (2018) shows that the plate–array metamaterial is85
governed by a reduced wave equation allowing waves to travel only in the direction aligned86
with the plate array. This anisotropy of wave propagation manifested itself both as an all–87
frequency perfectly transmitting negative refraction device for a particular incident wave88
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angle or as a perfectly transmitting all–angle negative refraction device for particular89
frequencies. Also in Porter (2018) an outline description of the use of the metamaterial90
plate–array vertical cylinder was produced with some preliminary results. For example,91
for wave headings aligned with the plate array, the cylinder is transparent to incident92
waves whilst for other wave headings and frequencies the interaction is more complicated93
producing, in general, unsymmetric wave diffraction.94
This paper develops the preliminary study of Porter (2018) on cylinders and extends95
the theory in two directions. First, we consider multiple cylinders and the interaction96
between them. Secondly, recognising that the assumed narrow fluid channels between the97
closely spaced plates may lead to viscous damping, we include in our model an artificial98
linear damping mechanism added to the free–surface dynamics. Although not directly99
related to the physical source of viscous damping on the vertical plate structures, artificial100
damping in the free–surface condition is a commonly used device whose dependence101
upon physical parameters, we imagine, can be parametrised via CFD (computational102
fluid dynamics) or experimental methods. Whilst standard analytic tools (see above) can103
be used to consider the interaction between multiple cylinders, the addition of damping104
to the surface condition inside the metamaterial cylinder means we no longer enjoy105
a separable depth dependence and are required to deploy a full expansion in depth106
eigenfunctions for the velocity potential. The application of effective boundary conditions107
matching the flow in the exterior of the cylinders to the uni–directional flow inside the108
structured cylinders leads to infinite systems of equations to be solved. This procedure109
follows the problem statement outlined in §2 of the paper where subsequently we derive110
(with algebraic details relegated to the AppendixB) expressions for the rate of energy111
dissipation due to damping and the far–field diffraction coefficient. In §3 we describe112
the numerical convergence characteristics and validate the model. In §4 we produce a113
set of results mainly focusing on the interaction effects between two cylinders. Particular114
attention is given to wave focusing, wave sheltering and energy dissipation characteristics.115
We draw conclusions to the work in §5 systematically.116
2. Mathematical model117
In this model, a number (N) of metamaterial circular cylinders conceptually deployed118
as an array in water of finite depth h are considered (see Fig. 1). A global Cartesian119
coordinate system Oxyz is chosen with the mean free surface coinciding with the (x, y)–120
plane and z measured vertically upwards. Hence the fluid bottom is at z = −h. Cylinder121
n with its radius denoted as Rn is composed of a periodic array of infinitely thin vertical122
plates rotated through a clockwise angle βn relative to the Ox axis; (xn, yn, 0) denotes the123
horizontal position of cylinder n in the coordinate system Oxyz. Plane waves propagating124
at an angle β relative to the Ox axis are incident on these metamaterial cylinders. Fluid125
is allowed to flow in gaps between adjacent plates and waves are supported by the free126





is also adopted with Onx
′
n in parallel with the plates. The effect of these plates allows128
waves to propagate in the ±Onx′n–direction only. Moreover, N cylindrical coordinate129
systems, Onrnθnz, are chosen for the purpose of convenience of mathematical expression.130
Additionally, one more cylindrical coordinate system Or0θ0z is defined (not plotted in131
Fig. 1), the origin of which coincides with the coordinate system Oxyz. Rn,j and αn,j132
denote the length and the angle, respectively, of a vector pointing from On to Oj .133
We assume that all amplitudes are small enough that linear theory applies and we
make the usual assumptions that the fluid is inviscid, incompressible and its motion is
irrotational. We denote the fluid velocity potential by Φ(x, y, z, t). It is further assumed
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Figure 1. Schematic of an array of metamaterial cylinders : (left) global and local Cartesian
coordinate systems; (right) local cylindrical coordinate systems.
that all motion is time harmonic with angular frequency ω. Thus, we can write
Φ(x, y, z, t) = Re{φ(x, y, z)e−iωt}, (2.1)
where Re denotes the real part. Thus φ is the spatial velocity potential which is inde-134
pendent of time, i.e., t. i is the imaginary unit.135
The fluid domain can be divided into N interior domains, which fill the N cylinders ac-136
cordingly, and an exterior domain, representing the remainder of fluid domain extending137
towards infinity horizontally.138
The spatial velocity potential satisfies Laplace equation,
52φ = 0 in the water, (2.2)
the boundary condition at sea bed,
∂φ
∂z
= 0, z = −h, (2.3)






φ, z = 0, (2.4)
in which g denotes the acceleration due to gravity.139
Within the fluid in the nth cylinder, Eq. (2.2) also holds although it is confined to
narrow disconnected domains bounded by thin plates aligned with the x′n coordinate.









imposing the boundary conditions on the channel walls shows that the field within the
whole of the nth cylinder is governed by an effective medium governing equation involving
the reduced Laplacian
(∂2/∂2x′n + ∂
2/∂z2)φ = 0. (2.5)
It is assumed that the separation between plates is small compared to the wavelength140
(i.e., dp/λ 1 where dp is the distance between plates and λ is the wavelength) and also141
the length of the plate (i.e., dp/Lp  1 where Lp is the length of the plate). See also142
Porter (2018); Jan & Porter (2018) who employed the same models. Eq. (2.5) represents143
conservation of mass for an irrotational flow in which the motion perpendicular to the144
plates is inhibited.145
Within the boundary of the cylinder and between the plates we allow for the possibility
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, z = 0, (2.6)
(sometimes referred to as a “damping lid” model, e.g. Dinoi 2016; Kim et al. 2014) with146
ν̄ > 0 within the cylinder as a means of achieving this. We identify three physical settings147
in which this condition applies.148
The first is that the surface of the fluid within the cylinder is covered with a fixed
porous medium with permeability κ submerged to a small depth d. The flow through
small vertical pores is assumed to be dominated by the fluid dynamic viscosity, µ, and it
is appropriate to use Darcy’s law (e.g. Chwang & Chan 1998) to relate the vertical fluid
velocity w to the pressure gradient pz via w = −(κ/µ)(pz + ρg), where ρ represents the
water density. Integrating subject to the kinematic and dynamic free–surface conditions
and matching the pressure and the mass flux to an inviscid fluid described by potential






, z = 0, (2.7)
where 0 < α 6 1 is a “blockage coefficient” representing the fractional area of the medium149
occupied by pores in horizontal cross–section.150
The second physical setting involves the surface of the narrow channels within the
cylinder being covered by floating buoys constrained to move in heave. The buoys are
designed to operate as wave energy converters being connected to a power take-off
mechanism with a linear damping rate c. Garnaud & Mei (2009) showed, using multiscale
homogenisation theory underpinned by an assumed contrast in wavelength and buoy
separation, that the effect of a compact array of buoys occupying a fraction γ ∈ (0, 1] of




[1 + iω(γ − 1)c]ω2φ
g(1− iωc)
, z = 0, (2.8)
which coincides with Eq.(2.6) when γ = 1. Garnaud & Mei (2009) give an example of151
the application of this condition to an array of buoys along a rectangular channel.152
The final setting arises from consideration of the viscous dissipation due to fluid
interaction with the sidewalls and bottom of the narrow rectangular fluid-filled channels
with a normal air–fluid free surface. Hunt (1952) and Mei et al. (2005) (Section 9, Exercise
9.2) have shown that the effect of dynamic viscosity, µ, on a plane wave of angular
frequency ω propagating along a uniform channel of width dp and depth h is to shift the
inviscid wavenumber from k to
k′ = k(1 + (1 + i)ε) ≈ k(1 + iε), (2.9)















is small. The condition Eq. (2.6) can be used to generate the same effect since, if ν̄ is
small, and the velocity potential of a propagating wave along the channel is sought to in
the form eik
′xcosh[k′(z + h)]/cosh(k′h) satisfying Eq. (2.6) we find that
ω2
g
(1 + iν̄) = k′ tanh k′h (2.11)






1 + 2kh/ sinh(2kh)
)
(2.12)
and allowing a connection to be made between ν̄ and ε in Eqs. (2.12) and (2.9) above.153
The range of values of ν̄ that we shall consider in later results may not be appropriate154
to all physical settings but are included to demonstrate the full range of wave interaction155
available under the condition Eq. (2.6).156
2.1. Expressions of spatial velocity potential in different domains157
The standard method of eigenfunction expansions is used to solve the wave–structure158
interaction problem (e.g., Mei (1983)).159
Exterior domain160
The spatial velocity potential in the exterior domain can be expressed as (e.g., Siddorn
& Eatock Taylor (2008); Zheng & Zhang (2018))











where φI represents the velocity potential of incident waves. The second term denotes
the components contributed by the waves scattered from the N cylinders; A
(n)
m,l are the
unknown coefficients to be determined; Hm denotes the Hankel function of the first kind
of order m; Zl(z) =
cosh[kl(z+h)]
cosh(klh)
; k0 ∈ R+ and kl ∈ iR+ for l = 1, 2, 3, · · · are associated
with propagating waves and evanescent waves, respectively, and they are the positive real
root and the infinite positive imaginary roots of the dispersion relation for the exterior
domain
ω2 = gkl tanh(klh). (2.14)
For the plane incident waves with amplitude A, angular frequency ω and wave direction
β, φI can be expressed in the coordinate systems of Oxyz and Onrnθnz, respectively, as
φI(x, y, z) = −
igA
ω
eik0(x cos β+y sin β)Z0(z), (2.15)
and
φI(rn, θn, z) = −
igA
ω





where Jm is the Bessel function of order m (e.g., Linton & Evans (1990); Zheng & Zhang161
(2018)).162
After using Graf’s addition theorem for Bessel functions, φext can be rewritten in the
cylindrical coordinate system Onrnθn as
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Figure 2. Schematic definition of θ′n.
Interior domain163
General solutions of the reduced Laplace’s equation, i.e., Eq. (2.5), inside the nth
cylinder satisfying free–surface and bed boundary conditions, i.e., Eqs. (2.6) and (2.4),










































; k′l for l = 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · are the complex roots of the dispersion







which degenerates into the dispersion relation for the exterior domain, i.e., Eq. (2.14),164
when ν̄ = 0. The values of k′l for l = 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · can be calculated using an analytic165
continuation method, starting with the corresponding roots for the case of ν̄ = 0 ( i.e.,166
kl for l = 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · ), and incrementing ν̄ to the specified value (e.g., Meylan et al.167
(2017); Zheng et al. (2020a)).168
In Eq. (2.18), Bn,l and Cn,l are coefficients expressing the amplitude of waves prop-169
agating in each direction within the channels as a function of y′n; En,l and Fn,l are the170
same coefficients as a function of the angle (θ′n) at which the channel emerges at the edge171
of the cylinder (i,e. the angle of
−−−→
OnP
′ as shown in Fig. 2).172
When rn = Rn, we have θ
′
n = θn, and
En,l(θn) = En,l(π + 2βn − θn), Fn,l(θn) = Fn,l(π + 2βn − θn), (2.20)
which express the fact that the channels between the plates connect the cylindrical surface173
θn ∈ [βn − π/2, βn + π/2] and θn ∈ [βn + π/2, βn + 3π/2].174
With consideration of the properties as given in Eq. (2.20), and for the purposes of































p,l are the unknown coefficients to be determined.175
The expression of φ
(n)


















2.2. Solution of unknown coefficients176
Continuity of the field in terms of pressure and flux across the interfaces of the interior
and exterior domains requires
φ
(n)





cos(θn − βn) =
∂φext
∂rn
, for rn = Rn, (2.25)






p,l . The latter177
condition is derived from a flux balance through a small right–angled triangle with sides178
approximating the circular boundary of the cylinder, the perpendicular line across the179
entrance to a narrow channel and a channel sidewall. Detail derivation and calculation180
of the unknown coefficients are given in Appendix A.181
2.3. Wave motion, far–field scattering amplitudes and wave power dissipation182
Wave motion183














in which the term −ν̄i will vanish for the exterior domain.184
Far–field scattering amplitudes185
In the water domain far away from an array of metamaterial cylinders, only the





−1/2eikr0 for r0 →∞, (2.27)
the scattered wave potential, i.e., the accumulative term in Eq. (2.13), can be rewritten
as











−1/2eikrneimθn , r0 →∞,
(2.28)
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where AS is the so–called far–field scattering amplitude that is independent of r0 and z,













The energy dissipated by the N metamaterial cylinders due to damping coefficient can
















where Ωn denotes the water surface of the interior domain occupied by cylinder n, and187
η denotes the time–independent surface elevation.188
Eq. (2.31) presents a straightforward way to calculate the energy dissipation by the
array of metamaterial cylinders. From the view of energy identities, the energy dissipation














where ΩR represents an envisaged vertical cylindrical control surface with its radius189
denoted by r0 = R0, which is large enough to enclose all the cylinders. The derivation190
process of Eq. (2.32) can be found in Appendix B; when r0 = R0 →∞, Eq. (2.32) holds191
as well with the control surface ΩR replaced by Ω∞, i.e., r0 →∞.192






































−ik0R0,n cos(α0,n−θ0)(−i)m+1eimθ0 . (2.35)
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Figure 3. Instantaneous wave field due to incident wave propagation with kh = 1.3, β = π/4
on a pair of metamaterial cylinders with R1/h = R2/h = 1.0, −x1/h = x2/h = 2.0, y1 = y2 = 0,
βn = π/4, ν̄ = 0.
Therefore, the energy dissipated by the array of metamaterial cylinders can be evalu-195















which presents a way to check the accuracy of the proposed semi–analytical model.197


















The effect of truncation of the infinite sums on the angular and vertical modes to finite199
sums over −M 6 m 6M and 0 6 l 6 L have been carried out and suggest that M > 20200
and L > 5 provide sufficiently converged results for kh = 1.3. As kh becomes larger, more201
truncated terms of m and l may be required to obtain the converged results. Hereinafter,202
M = 20 and L = 5 are adopted unless otherwise specified.203
For ν̄ = 0 with βn = β, i.e., when waves propagate into the cylinders with the plates204
aligned to the incident wave direction, the incident waves would not be affected at all.205
Fig. 3 presents the predicted wave field around a pair of metamaterial cylinders with206
R1/h = R2/h = 1.0, −x1/h = x2/h = 2.0, βn = β = π/4, ν̄ = 0.207
When the metamaterial cylinders are deployed far away from each other, the wave208
motion at each cylinder is expected to be the same as that for an isolated single209
metamaterial cylinder. Fig. 4 illustrates the instantaneous wave field around one of a210
pair of metamaterial cylinders far apart from one another. The present results are found211
to agree well with those for a single metamaterial cylinder in the absence of damping as212
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Figure 4. Instantaneous wave field in terms of η̄ at t = 0 due to incident wave propagation with
β = π/4 on a pair of metamaterial cylinders with R1/h = R2/h = 1.0, x1/h = 0, x2/h = 200,
y1 = y2 = 0, β1 = β2 = π/2, ν̄ = 0: (a) kh = 1.0, (b) kh = 1.3, (c) kh = 1.6. (only the wave
field at cylinder 1 is plotted; M = 50 is adopted for kh = 1.6.)
investigated by Porter (2018). Due to the effect of the closely spaced array of thin vertical213
plates aligned with the y–axis, the scattering pattern outside the cylinder has broken the214
symmetry of the incident wave and is very different from that for a solid cylinder. Note215
that in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), the cylinder redirects a “beam” of energy rightward (i.e.,216
in a direction perpendicular to the plate direction), which may be called a “beaming”217
or “lensing” effect, and it will be further investigated in Section §4. Whilst the motion218
of the fluid in each channel appears to be separate from the next, there is coupling219
between channels on the boundary of the cylinder and this coupling seems to give rise220
to a slow wave with high energy propagating through the cylinder. Also, it is observed221
that the plates have the effect of inducing resonant–like behaviour in the fluid channels.222
This is particularly noticeable in Fig. 4c with kh = 1.6, where there is a large resonant223
amplification in the channels whose lengths are approximately half a wavelength.224
Another extreme case is that when ν̄ → ∞, the wave motion on the surface of the225
internal region is strictly restricted, and the wave scattering problem becomes the same226
for the metamaterial cylinder with a fixed solid lid at the mean water surface, the wave227
scattering solution of which is derived in Appendix C. Comparison of the wave field for228
a pair of metamaterial cylinders with ν̄ = 105 and that of metamaterial cylinders with229
fixed solid lids at the mean water level is plotted in Fig. 5. Note that a metamaterial230
cylinder with a rigid lid is not the same as a vertical cylinder with a rigid cylindrical231
surface. In the former case, fluid is still able to flow through the cylinder.232
Additionally, the wave power dissipated by the metamaterial cylinders evaluated by233
using the direct method (Eq. (2.31)) and the indirect method (Eq. (2.36)) are presented234
in Fig. 6.235
Moreover, potential flow theory based numerical simulations are carried out with the236
employment of a commercial boundary element method (BEM) code AQWA (ANSYS237
2011) to study wave interaction with a metamaterial circular cylinder consisting of 20238
thin vertical plates (Fig. 7). The thickness of each plate is 0.02h and the spacing distance239
between the centres of adjacent plates is 0.1h. The good agreement between the semi-240
analytical results (Fig. 4a) with BEM numerical simulations (Fig. 7b) confirms that the241
homogenisation of the structured cylinder into an effective medium with effective bound-242
ary conditions is a good approximation. An obvious advantage of the semi-analytical243
model lies in its high computational efficiency, and, indeed, our results are much easier244
to compute compared to BEM numerical computations.245
The excellent agreement between the results shown in Figs. 4–7, together with Fig.246
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Figure 5. Instantaneous wave field due to incident wave propagation with kh = 1.3, β = π/4
on a pair of metamaterial cylinders with R1/h = R2/h = 1.0, −x1/h = x2/h = 2.0, y1 = y2 = 0,
β1 = β2 = π/2: (a) cylinders with a large damping coefficient, ν̄ = 10
5; (b) cylinders with fixed
solid lid at the mean water surface.
Figure 6. Wave power dissipation of a pair of metamaterial cylinders with R1/h = R2/h = 1.0,
−x1/h = x2/h = 2.0, y1 = y2 = 0, β1 = β2 = π/2, kh = 1.3 evaluated by using direct method
(lines) and indirect method (symbols): (a) variation of ηdiss with ν̄ for β = π/4; (b) variation of
ηdiss with β for ν̄ = 0.1.
3, gives confidence in the present model for solving wave scattering and predicting wave247
dissipation by an array of circular metamaterial cylinders.248
4. Results and discussion249
In this section, the effect of the metamaterial cylinders on wave focusing/blocking and250
scattered far–field amplitude is investigated with the employment of the validated semi–251
analytical model. Additionally, wave power dissipation of the cylinders is studied, and252
shows to form the foundation of a wave energy device with a high “capture width” if the253
artificial surface damping used in our present model were to be replaced by a mechanical254
energy conversion device with similar effects.255
Prior to investigating performance of a pair of metamaterial cylinders, the angle256
responses of the scattered far–field amplitude for a single metamaterial cylinder placed257
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Figure 7. Numerical simulation of wave interaction with a metamaterial circular cylinder
consisting of 20 thin vertical plates, R1/h = 1.0, x1 = y1 = 0, β1 = π/2, ν̄ = 0: (a) computational
mesh with the wetted surface marked in blue colour; (b) instantaneous wave field in terms of η̄
at t = 0 due to incident wave propagation with β = π/4, kh = 1.0.
at x = y = 0 with β1 = 0, π/6, π/4, π/3, π/2 are plotted in Fig. 8. For the non–258
damping situation as shown in Fig. 8a, the main peak value of the far–field scattering259
wave amplitude and the corresponding angle are (|AS|/A, θ0)=(1.75, 0.50π), (1.21,260
0.67π), (0.73, 0.76π) and (0.34, 0.85π) for β1 = 0, π/6, π/4 and π/3, respectively, in261
which (θ0 − β1) ≈ 0.5π is satisfied, and moreover, the |AS|/A is vanishing at θ0 ± 0.5π262
approximately. This means the cylinder bends or redirects a “beam” of energy in a263
direction perpendicular to the plate direction, though there is a loss in the intensity of264
this beam as the angle is rotated with respect to the incident wave angle. We note that265
there is very little lateral scattering of wave energy either laterally or back towards the266
incoming wave direction. That is, the metamaterial cylinder acts rather like a transparent267
lens, but also one which appears to absorb wave energy laterally into the microstructure268
and produce and intense forward beam. The same thing still roughly happens for ν̄ = 0.1269
(Fig. 8b). However, when the damping is too large that it works like a solid lid placed on270
the surface of the structured cylinder (Fig. 8c), the angle response of the scattered far–271
field amplitude is lightly dependent on β1, indicating that the orientation of the plates is272
relatively unimportant as far as the overall effect of the cylinder is on wave diffraction.273
4.1. Wave focusing/blocking274
Fig. 9 presents the near–field wave motion due to incident wave propagation with275
kh = 1.3, β = π/2 on a pair of metamaterial cylinders deployed along the x axis with276
ν̄ = 0. The two metamaterial cylinders have identical radius R1/h = R2/h = 1.0, whereas277
the thin plates that comprise the two cylinders are opposite to each other, i.e., β2 = −β1.278
Four cases with β1 = 0, −π/6, π/6 and π/2 are examined.279
When β1 = π/2, the waves pass through the cylinders with no scattering (Figs. 9d280
and 9h). For other values of β1 the metamaterial cylinders interacts with incident waves281
in a non–trivial way. Compared to the waveward surface elevation, wave motion at the282
leeward region and close to the cylinders is more affected by the two cylinders. When283
the thin plates are all aligned along the incident wave crest line (β1 = 0, Figs. 9a and284
9e), wave motion is suppressed at the region between the two cylinders, where two small285
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Figure 8. Far–field scattering wave amplitude due to incident wave propagation with kh = 1.3,
β = π/2 on a single metamaterial cylinder with R1/h = 1.0, x1 = y1 = 0: (a) ν̄ = 0; (b) ν̄ = 0.1;
(c) ν̄ = 105.
areas of η̄ < 0.4 are observed. Moreover, two larger wave attenuation areas of η̄ < 0.4 can286
be found on the flanks of the pair of cylinders on the leeward side. On the other hand,287
wave motion is strengthened at the central leeward region, which extends to the two288
cylinders, forming an inverted ‘Y’ shape area of η̄ > 1.2. For the case with β1 = −π/6289
(Figs. 9b and 9f), there is a wave focusing area at the central leeward region of the290
array as well, while the region is closer to the array, and the wave in the region is much291
more focused with η̄ > 2.0. The largest wave amplitude in the computed range of the292
exterior region is η̄ = 2.31, which occurs at (x/h, y/h) = (0, 1.44). Meanwhile, there293
is a small narrow region of η̄ < 0.4 observed immediately beyond each cylinder, where294
the smallest wave motion is η̄ = 0.02 at (x/h, y/h) = (±1.86, 1.20). As a comparison,295
for the metamaterial cylinders with β1 = π/6 as shown in Figs. 9c and 9g, there is a296
much larger area of η̄ < 0.4 at the very leeward of the array, where waves are effectively297
blocked by the cylinders. At (x/h, y/h) = (±3.34, 4.86), η̄ = 0 is obtained, meaning the298
incident wave can be completely blocked at specified points. The dramatic amplification299
and focusing effects on wave motion inside the metamaterial cylinders are observed for300
all the studied cases, except where β1 = π/2. The results as given in Fig. 9 demonstrates301
that wave focusing/blocking can be achieved by a pair of metamaterial cylinders with302
the appropriate control to the plates alignment direction.303
The near–field wave motion due to the same incident waves propagating on the same304
metamaterial cylinders with ν̄ = 0.1 is presented in Fig. 10. Due to wave power dissipation305
of the metamaterial cylinders, the wave focusing area (η̄ > 1.2) at the leeward region of306
the cylinders with β1 = 0 (Figs. 9a and 9e) now mostly becomes a blocking region with307
η̄ < 0.8 (Figs. 10a and 10e). What is more, the previous regions of η̄ < 0.4 now merge308
together, resulting in a much larger ‘M’ shaped region. For the case with β1 = −π/6309
(Figs. 10b and 10f), as ν̄ increases from 0 to 0.1, the wave focusing region of η̄ > 1.2310
previously located at the central leeward of the array now moves to the gap between the311
cylinders, and gets smaller. Whereas the wave blocking regions of η̄ < 0.4 grow and, as a312
result, they merge together into an inverted ‘V’ shape area. With the increase of ν̄ from313
0 to 0.1, the wave blocking region of η̄ < 0.4 for β1 = π/6 breaks into two regions, and314
the corresponding η̄ < 0.8 region becomes broader (Figs. 10c and 10g). The previous315
amplification and focusing effects on wave motion inside the metamaterial cylinders are316
now significantly weakened by the damping, except the one with β1 = π/2. Due to the317
existence of damping, the incident wave is disturbed by the metamaterial cylinders with318
β1 = π/2, despite very limited influence (Figs. 10d and 10h).319
Fig. 11 illustrates the near–field wave motion when an extremely large damping ν̄ = 105320
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Figure 9. Wave motion due to incident wave propagation with kh = 1.3, β = π/2 on a pair of
metamaterial cylinders with R1/h = R2/h = 1.0, −x1/h = x2/h = 2.0, y1 = y2 = 0, β2 = −β1,
ν̄ = 0: (a, e) β1 = 0; (b, f) β1 = −π/6; (c, g) β1 = π/6; (d, h) β1 = π/2. ((a–d) wave amplitude
and (e–h) instantaneous wave field at t = 0.)
Figure 10. Wave motion due to incident wave propagation with kh = 1.3, β = π/2 on a pair of
metamaterial cylinders with R1/h = R2/h = 1.0, −x1/h = x2/h = 2.0, y1 = y2 = 0, β2 = −β1,
ν̄ = 0.1: (a, e) β1 = 0; (b, f) β1 = −π/6; (c, g) β1 = π/6; (d, h) β1 = π/2. ((a–d) wave amplitude
and (e–h) instantaneous wave field at t = 0.)
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Figure 11. Wave motion due to incident wave propagation with kh = 1.3, β = π/2 on a pair of
metamaterial cylinders with R1/h = R2/h = 1.0, −x1/h = x2/h = 2.0, y1 = y2 = 0, β2 = −β1,
ν̄ = 105: (a, e) β1 = 0; (b, f) β1 = −π/6; (c, g) β1 = π/6; (d, h) β1 = π/2. ((a–d) wave amplitude
and (e–h) instantaneous wave field at t = 0.)
is employed, which is equivalent to a solid lid placed on the surface of each cylinder. When321
a solid lid is put on the surface, it largely produces the same overall wave pattern. That322
is, the orientation the plates are relatively unimportant as far as the overall effect of the323
cylinder is on wave diffraction, which is in accordance with that obtained for the isolated324
cylinder (see Fig.8c). The regions of η̄ > 1.2 are distributed at the left and right sides of325
the array, and in the gap between the two cylinders. Additionally, due to wave reflection326
from the array, a region of η̄ > 1.2 is observed at the waveward side as well, together327
with adjacent weakened region of η̄ < 0.8.328
4.2. Scattered far–field amplitude329
Fig. 12 shows the modulus of the scattered far–field amplitude for a pair of metama-330
terial cylinders with β1 = 0, −π/6, π/6, π/2, and damping ν̄ = 0, 0.1, 105, in response331
to a plane incident wave at angle β = π/2. Because of the symmetry of the pair of332
metamaterial cylinders, the |AS|/A–θ0 curve is symmetrical about θ0 = 0.5π and 1.5π.333
For the metamaterial cylinders without any damping (Fig. 12a), since incident waves334
pass through the cylinders of β1 = π/2 with no scattering, the corresponding scattered335
far–field amplitude is vanishing. For the case of β1 = 0, a very sharp peak of |AS|/A336
is obtained at θ0 = 0.5π with the peak value |AS|/A = 3.40. The |AS|/A–θ0 curves of337
β1 = ±π/6 almost overlap each other, and the main peak values of |AS|/A are both 1.52,338
occurring at θ0 = 0.5π. In the range of θ0 ∈ [π, 2.0π], |AS|/A is small regardless of the339
value of β1. As ν̄ increases from 0 to 0.1 and 10
5 (Figs. 12b and 12c), the main peaks at340
θ0 = 0.5π for β1 = 0 and ±π/6 decline, whereas the |AS|/A–θ0 curve for β1 = π/2 rises341
at θ0 = 0.5π. Meanwhile, the |AS|/A response in the range of θ0 ∈ [π, 2.0π] gets stronger342
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Figure 12. Far–field scattering wave amplitude due to incident wave propagation with kh = 1.3,
β = π/2 on a pair of metamaterial cylinders with R1/h = R2/h = 1.0, −x1/h = x2/h = 2.0,
y1 = y2 = 0, β2 = −β1: (a) ν̄ = 0; (b) ν̄ = 0.1; (c) ν̄ = 105.
and stronger, and the peaks occurring in this range ultimately become as large as those343
around θ0 = 0.5π.344
4.3. Wave power dissipation345
Fig. 13 demonstrates how the energy dissipated by the metamaterial cylinders with346
different plate alignment directions varies with damping and incident wave direction.347
For incident waves incoming with β = π/2 (i.e., beam incidence, Fig. 13a), as the348
damping coefficient ν̄ increases from 0, ηdiss first increases and then decreases after349
reaching the maximum wave power dissipation. This is reasonable as no energy can350
be dissipated by the metamaterial cylinders for ν̄ = 0 and for ν̄ → ∞, and meanwhile351
ηdiss > 0 for ν̄ > 0. The corresponding optimised ν̄ varies for the metamaterial cylinders352
with different value of β1. More specifically, the maximum wave power dissipation and353
the corresponding optimised damping, are (ηdiss, ν̄)=(10.00, 0.15), (6.13, 0.25), (5.17,354
0.35) and (3.13, 0.55) for β1 = 0, −π/6, π/6, π/2, respectively. For the cylinders with355
any specified value of damping coefficient, the more perpendicular of the plate alignment356
relative to the incident wave propagation, the more energy can be dissipated. Note for357
the two cases with β1 = −π/6 and β1 = π/6, the former one performs obviously better358
than the latter one in terms of wave power dissipation, which might be explained from359
the view of wave focusing and blocking as studied in Section 4.1.360
For the metamaterial cylinders with ν̄ = 0.1 (Fig. 13b), the energy dissipated is found361
to be significantly dependent upon wave incident direction β and the plate alignment362
direction β1. For β1 = 0, although ηdiss remains around 1.24 for β ∈ [0, 0.2π], it rises363
dramatically as β keeps increasing, and reaches the maximum value 10.00 when β =364
0.5π. Meanwhile, for the cylinders with β1 = π/2, the maximum and minimum energy365
dissipation ηdiss = 5.74 and 1.33 are achieved for the head incidence and beam incidence,366
i.e., β = 0 and 0.5π, respectively. For the remaining two cases, i.e., β1 = −π/6 and π/6,367
as expected from the view of symmetry, the ηdiss–β curves intersect at β = 0, where368
the minimum wave power dissipation ηdiss = 1.47 is obtained. The peak wave power369
dissipation and the corresponding incident wave direction, are (ηdiss, β) = (5.96, 0.39π)370
and (6.11, 0.34π) for β1 = −π/6, and π/6, respectively.371
It should be noted that the metamaterial cylinders may be utilised to capture wave372
energy if the channels are filled with buoys extracting power in heave. Correspondingly,373
the wave power dissipation represents useful power being consumed by the heaving buoys,374
i.e., the so called wave power absorption. The surface condition we have used is very375
similar to the ones Garnaud & Mei (2010) and Garnaud & Mei (2009) derived for arrays376
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Figure 13. Wave power dissipation of a pair of metamaterial cylinders withR1/h = R2/h = 1.0,
−x1/h = x2/h = 2.0, kh = 1.3, β2 = −β1: (a) variation of ηdiss with ν̄ for β = π/2; (b) variation
of ηdiss with β for ν̄ = 0.1.
of small heaving buoys. For a traditional wave energy converter (WEC) consisting of an377
axisymmetric rigid cylinder moving in heave mode, it has a maximum capture width378
Pdiss/Pin and a relative capture width kPdiss/Pin (i.e., ηdiss) of 1/k and 1.0, respectively,379
which can be achieved with the motion fully optimised (Budal & Falnes 1975; Evans380
1976; Newman 1976). When isolated rigid cylinders move in surge/pitch these maximum381
theoretical values double and in combined surge/pitch and heave, the maximum increases382
to three times the value for heave only. The present pair of metamaterial cylinders are383
found to give ηdiss > 2.0 over a wide range of conditions, absorbing more than two non–384
interacting heaving cylinders can ever get. For a wide range of incident angle and a pairs385
of cylinders in beam seas ηdiss can be significantly greater than 6 meaning that this386
metamaterial cylinder outperforms the theoretical maximum values for rigid cylinders387
operating in rigid body modes.388
If the hydrodynamic interaction between a pair of traditional heaving WECs is consid-389
ered, which undergo optimum displacements in regular waves, an identity concerning the390
directional behaviour of the wave power absorption should be satisfied, i.e., 〈ηdiss〉 = 2.0,391
where 〈 〉 denotes the directional–averaged value over β ∈ [0, 2π] (see e.g.,Wolgamot et al.392
(2012)). The present results illustrated in Fig. 13b give 〈ηdiss〉 = 4.15, 4.14, and 2.88,393
for β1 = 0, ±π/6 and π/2, respectively, indicating profound potential of metamaterial394
cylinders for wave power extraction.395
5. Conclusions396
A semi–analytical model based on linear potential flow theory and the eigenfunction397
matching method has been developed to investigate the interaction of waves with an398
array of metamaterial circular cylinders consisting of a series of parallel thin plates. To399
consider the wave attenuation and energy dissipation at narrow gaps between the thin400
vertical plates, a damping mechanism is introduced at the surface of the fluid occupied401
by the structured cylinders. In addition to a straightforward way to calculate the energy402
dissipation, an indirect method is derived based on Kochin functions with the employment403
of energy identities.404
Four case studies: a pair of metamaterial cylinders with the plates aligned to the405
incident wave direction; a pair of metamaterial cylinders deployed far away from each406
other; a pair of metamaterial cylinders with an extremely large damping adopted; and a407
pair of metamaterial with a specified range of damping, were carried out to validate the408
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semi–analytical model. Additionally, potential flow theory based numerical simulations409
were carried out with the employment of a commercial BEM code to study wave410
interaction with a metamaterial circular cylinder consisting of 20 thin vertical plates.411
In these validation cases, the present model is in excellent agreement with both the412
published data and those obtained by using different methods. The validated model is413
then applied to investigate the influence of a pair of metamaterial cylinders on wave414
focusing/blocking and scattered far–field amplitude, and also their performance in wave415
power dissipation. The effect of a single metamaterial cylinder on the scattered far–field416
amplitude is studied as well. And the following conclusions may be drawn.417
- A single cylinder acts as a “lens” drawing in and emitting a beam of intense wave418
energy in a direction perpendicular to the plates forming the metamaterial cylinder.419
- For a pair of metamaterial cylinders without any damping, wave focusing/blocking420
can be achieved by rotating the cylinder orientation to direct wave energy in the desired421
manner. The dramatic amplification and focusing effects on wave motion inside the422
metamaterial cylinders are observed for all the studied cases, except where the plates423
are aligned in the same direction of the incident wave propagation.424
- A small amount of damping does not alter the underlying characteristics of wave425
scattering. For the metamaterial cylinder with an extremely large damping coefficient, it426
works like a solid lid placed on the surface of the structured cylinder. The orientation of427
the plates is relatively unimportant as far as the overall effect of the cylinder is on wave428
diffraction.429
- There is an optimised damping coefficient to achieve the maximum wave power430
dissipation of the metamaterial cylinders. A pair of metamaterial cylinders have been431
shown to exceed the theoretical maximum power for traditional wave power devices432
moving in rigid body motion.433
We explored a range of parameters which gave rise to different features of the ν̄434
associated results. The results we have provided can be mapped into different specific435
physical interpretations depending on the formula used to connect ν̄ to physical436
parameters; the settings identified here are porous media, channels filled with small437
heaving buoys and viscous damping in rectangular channels. The semi–analytical model438
is proposed in the framework of linear potential flow theory, which does not capture439
viscous effects. Although an artificial linear damping mechanism is included in the440
model, it may not be suitable for extreme wave–structure interactions.441
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Appendix A. Derivation process of the formulas and calculation of450







After inserting the expressions of φ in different domains, i.e., Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18), into
the pressure continuity condition, i.e., Eq. (2.24), with the employment of equations (2.22)
and (2.23), multiplying by e−iτθnZζ(z) and integrating over θn ∈ [0, 2π] and z ∈ [−h, 0],

































eik0(xn cos β+yn sin β)iτe−iτβJτ (k0Rn)L0,
(A 1)





































, ν̄ 6= 0
. (A 3)
In a similar way, after inserting the expressions of φ in different domains, i.e., Eqs.
(2.17) and (2.18), into the flux continuity condition, i.e., Eq. (2.25), with the employment
of Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23), multiplying by e−iτθnYζ(z) and integrating over θn ∈ [0, 2π]





























































m ∈ [−M,M ], p ∈ [0,M ] and l ∈ [0, L], we get N(4M + 3)(L + 1) unknowns. These453
truncated unknown coefficients can be solved by using the same number of equations,454
which can be obtained with τ ∈ [−M,M ] and τ ∈ [−M,M + 1] adopted for Eqs. (A 1)455






τ (klRn)Sζ,l in Eq. (A 4)456
will vanish when τ = M+1 is adopted. If ν̄ = 0 then the expressions can all be simplified457
since no evanescent modes are generated.458
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Appendix B. Derivation process of the energy identities459
In the water domain enclosed by Ω1 ∪ Ω2 ∪ · · ·ΩN ∪ ΩR, free water surface and the



















































ds = 0, (B 2)


































Appendix C. Wave scattering solution for the metamaterial cylinder460
with a fixed solid lid at the mean water surface461
For an array of metamaterial cylinders, in which circular solid lids are placed at the
still water surface, the boundary condition at z = 0 in each interior domain is
∂φ
∂z
= 0, z = 0. (C 1)






















































and, in the same way, the functions En,l and Fn,l can be expressed by Eq. (2.21).462
Expression of the spatial velocity potential in the exterior domain can be found in463
Eq.(2.13).464
The same continuity conditions of the field across the interfaces of the interior and
exterior domains, i.e., Eqs. (2.24)–(2.25), should be satisfied as well. After inserting the
expressions of the spatial velocity potentials in different domains into the continuity
conditions and making use of the orthogonality properties of Zl(z), Yl(z) and e
imθn , we






















































































































Y 2ζ (z)dz =
{
h, ζ = 0
h
2 , ζ 6= 0
. (C 7)
Eqs. (C 4) and (C 6) can be used to determine the unknown coefficients in the expres-465
sions of the spatial velocity potentials.466
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